Instructions for Installing Bird Guard in Multi-Fit Cover

Bird guard is furnished in a single piece of sufficient length to accommodate the largest tile this cover will fit. Any excess guard can be cut off or allowed to overlap.

**Fig. A**
Begin 2" past center of any side of the tile

**Fig. B**
Shape guard around tile BEFORE installing the cover-then set aside.

**Fig. C**
After cover is installed, form guard tightly around tile and braces, pinning the lapped end to Fig. "X" brace.

Pin guard to remaining three braces using push-clips provided-"X".

---

Instructions for Assembling and Installing Duro Shield Multi-Fit Cover

**Fig. 1**
Attach the four braces to cover ONLY FINGER TIGHT.

**Fig. 2**
Set legs over tile as shown - align braces against the outer sides of the tile. Now tighten four top cover bolts.

Install clamping piece on inside of tile as shown - tighten securely.

**Fig. 3**
You may need to move braces in or out using the slotted head, or turn the brace around.

EXAMPLE: Rectangular tile - turn two braces in, turn two braces out.

In or Out
Or Turn Around
(Opposite Fig. 1)